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CHAPTER 4  

Problem Statement 

4.1 Constraints of Ubiquitous Environment 

 

Figure 4-1. Characteristics of ambient e-service 

Ambient e-services can be treated as a new scope of ubiquitous e-services that 
highlight the collective effort of proximity participants within a ubiquitous environment. 
Due to the dynamicity and complexity present in the ubiquitous world, it is unrealistic 
to expect humans to be able to reason and act effectively to address potential risks in the 
ubiquitous environment. In order to propose a new e-service paradigm that aims to 
mitigate potential risks and threats present in the ambient e-service environment due to 
its flexible, dynamic, and collaborative nature, we will begin our discussion by 
considering the environmental constraints of the ambient e-service environment.  

4.1.1 New challenges due to the Ubiquitous Environment 

Comparing to traditional electronic commerce environment, the characteristics of 
ambient e-service environments can be categorized as follows: (Figure 4-1.) 

 Distributed environment: Unlike the traditional electronic commerce 
environment that is deployed in a centralized environment and which retains long 
term historical data in the central database, there is no centralized authority agent 
or trustworthy 3rd parties in the ambient e-service environment. 
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 Wireless P2P network constraints: The participant composition differs from the 
traditional electronic commerce environment, and functions in an ad-hoc network 
environment. Moreover, the ubiquitous environment is strongly dependent on the 
wireless technology and must tolerate wireless network constraints such as 
availability or signal quality. 

 Limited computation and storage capacity: Mobile devices are typically 
equipped with limited computational resources and finite storage capacity that 
permit only lightweight computational processes. 

 Identities are short-lived and localized: In the ambient e-service environment, 
the identities are localized to the service provision area. Identities are also 
short-lived. If users leave the environment, their identities expire immediately. 
Even if they later re-enter the same environment, the old identity is not retained. 
Instead, a new one is assigned.  

 Unsolved problems 

 

Figure 4-2. Requirements and issues of ASEM 

Ambient e-service focuses on collective effort and treats ASEM architecture as the 
core element of the trust mechanism. In addition to the aforementioned ASEM core 
elements and ubiquitous environmental characteristics, other aspects enable users to 
collaborate with nearby peers to establish a reputation rapidly in a short-lived identity 
environment. Grounded on the dynamic identity management and ambient data access 
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control, ASEM is intended to fulfill the requirements of convenience, unlinkability and 
collective safety in ambient e-service environment. The relationship of the three 
requirement and the ASEM core elements is shown in Figure 4-2. As indicated in Figure 
4-2, the dynamic identity management and the ambient data access control are treated as 
the foundations. These foundations involve two basic issues: privacy invasion and fair 
evaluation. The basic issues and the considerations of high level ASEM trust 
mechanism requirements are laid out below. 

4.1.2 Basic Ideas 

 Privacy Invasion Issue 

It is the most basic request of users that their true identity will not be revealed to or 
discovered by other users, and a basic requirement for their comfort with the 
e-environment. Moreover, users also desire that their detailed interaction behaviors are 
not analyzed by long-term tracking, where their transaction records may be exposed to 
strangers. 

 Fair Evaluation Issue 

The current evaluation mechanism allows users to recognize where the specific 
feedback score comes from. This may lead users to attempt to drive up their feedback 
scores by intriguing with each other, or cause estimators to negative feedback 
vindictively, a common problem in online sales and auction environments. The 
disclosure of personal comments raises the risk of unfair feedback evaluation. Buyers 
may worry about consequences and avoid giving negative feedback to those sellers who 
offer products or services of inferior quality. Users are forced to compromise their 
standards and give positive feedback in order to obtain positive feedback as well. 
Abnormal evolutions, such as mutual flattery, may lead to serious bias when estimating 
the reputation of a user. Users may also erect fake identities to award themselves or 
punish others. Most mobile device users will be aware of such strategies, and 
consequently, users may doubt whether the feedback evaluation mechanism is credible. 

 Requirement of Convenience 

A user’s identity is assigned dynamically based on their desired e-service. Under 
the ambient e-Service platform, users may control their preferences setting by a profile 
management module, which retains randomized interaction pseudonyms (identities) in 
the user’s preference settings (a detailed introduction to the various modules will be 
given in Chapter 5). Users may use different profile settings based on different 
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circumstances and needs, an ability known as the versioning method of dynamic 
identities. When proceeding with follow-up interactions or transactions, combining the 
versioning method with ambient data access control module can significantly increase 
the interactive efficiency. First, the versioning method can accelerate the data exchange 
efficiency by pre-filtering the service information based on user attributes and 
preference settings, which reduces irrelevant data exchange. This enables the user to 
enjoy a greater chance of obtaining their desired service information without being 
inundated with useless information. Second, the versioning method actually abbreviates 
unnecessary transmission costs. Finally, ambient e-service is limited to lightweight 
computation. Versioning is the most economical approach in terms of computing 
resources. 

Based on the MP2P architecture, ambient e-Service highlights interactions with the 
environment and nearby users. Unlike the global reach of the internet architecture, all 
available users may be found within a limited range. All available data are not only 
acquired from nearby users but also the latest experiences within surrounding 
environment. Users may obtain real-time experiences with proximal users and share the 
moment of value. 

 Requirement of Unlinkability 

The user identities in ambient e-service are not similar to those of real identity or 
personal pseudonyms existing electronic commerce. Real identities or personal 
pseudonyms mean that identities can be directly recognized or traced back to the owner 
of the identities. In ambient e-Service, a multiple layered interaction pseudonym is 
proposed to take place of those real personal pseudonyms. The interaction pseudonyms 
are short-lived within a limited radius. Each time a user acquires the e-service, a 
randomized interaction pseudonym is assigned to the user. Once the user leaves the 
e-service location, the interaction pseudonym expires. When a user leaves and re-enter 
the e-service location, different interaction pseudonyms are assigned to the user (even 
though the user remains the same). The unlinkability requirement can be accomplished 
by using those untraceable interaction pseudonyms, which diminish the possibility of 
being linked to the real identities. Ambient e-Service takes advantages of the interaction 
pseudonym, which protects the users from being recorded and traced when processing 
interactions. For transaction or payment processes, a one-time transaction pseudonym is 
also used to facilitate the unlinkability of the real personal identities. 

 Requirement of Collective Safety 
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Since all the identifications of users are localized and short-lived, users within the 
ambient e-service are usually treated as a newly-entered user (that is, the identities are 
new, but the reputation data are inherited from their owners, reputation data are 
independent from their detailed transaction data, shown as a summarized form). The 
determination of whether nearby peers are trustworthy may be divided into two parts.  

One way is a Reputation Management module that explores a specific user’s global 
reputation data. Whenever an interaction pseudonym is generated, the summarized 
reputation data will be inherited and assigned to the new identity of the user. Those data 
are then summarized by all other users who have transacted with the user. The 
reputation update is a post-purchase process, which represents the original reputation 
source of the reputation management module.  

The blind reputation feedback process can be applied to both the buyer and the 
seller. Here we illustrate the process from the buyer’s viewpoint. A blind-signed 
evaluation token will be transferred to the buyer who has just completed a transaction. 
As the evaluation token is issued and signed by the seller, when they retrieve the 
feedback result, the seller is not able to modify or separate particular feedback from all 
results. Issuer of the evaluation token (in this case, the issuer being the service provider) 
can only judge whether the evaluation token is valid or not. Once the token is valid, the 
summarized reputation data will be updated automatically. Since the token is 
blind-signed, the issuer of evaluation token (i.e. service provider) cannot link each 
feedback result to specific transaction or the estimator. This prevents revenge behaviors 
and encourages users to express their real opinions. 

The other way to determine the trustworthiness of the user is from collaboration 
with nearby users and references to their personal experiences. Due to the nature of 
ambient e-service environment, the dynamic composition of the mobile users, and the 
limited storage capacity (only recent records are available), at times the system may be 
short of “transaction” history. Thus, experience need not be thought of as transaction 
experience. Various interaction experiences could be counted as data sources for 
decisionmaking. There might also be cases in which peers nearby lack direct interaction 
experience. Extending the trustworthy social network through the peers of a peer would 
be one way to broaden the database on an unfamiliar peer. From the point of view of 
cooperation, collaboration with nearby peers to estimate unfamiliar users in such a 
dynamic environment is feasible. The social network of the users would now become an 
abundant data source for estimation. Since the evidence is gathered from the user’s own 
experiences or from a reliable friend’s experiences, it may be more persuasive than the 
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global reputation we discussed before. 

4.2 Research Approach 

Research approach of this dissertation is based on concepts from design science. 
According to Simon (1996), research can be categorized into the following types: (1) 
Natural sciences: study phenomena occurring in the world (nature or society); (2) 
Design sciences ~ sciences of the artificial: all or part of the phenomena may be created 
by humans; (3) Social sciences: structural level processes of a social system and its 
impact on social processes and social organization; and (4) Behavioral sciences: the 
decision processes and communication strategies within and between organisms in a 
social system  

According to March & Smith (1995), Hevner et al. (2004), design science research 
focuses on problem solving in the build-evaluate process. Design science creates an IT 
artifact that defines ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products through the 
analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of information systems. In the 
following chapters, the U-ATM design will be described, the three major components of 
U-ATM will be discussed, and the results of the simulation evaluations presented. 

March and Smith (1995) argue that there are two kinds of scientific interest in IT, 
descriptive and prescriptive. Descriptive research aims at understanding the nature of IT. 
Prescriptive research aims at improving IT performance. Ambient e-service raises 
power of collaborative interactions in the ubiquitous environment and brings ubiquitous 
e-service into a new era. In our research, the U-ATM is proposed to enhance trust 
estimation when engaging unfamiliar users within the ubiquitous e-service environment 
by exploiting the collective wisdom of the proximal environment.  

Jarvinen (2000) recommended that researchers use the research question as the 
essential factor in guiding the research process selection. Following Jarvinen’s 
taxonomy (Figure 4-3), our research method is concerned with reality and stresses the 
utility of an artifact (U-ATM: Autonomous trust model for exploring ubiquitous 
collective wisdom). Since our research investigates artifacts, there are two approaches 
involved: constructing the artifact and evaluating the artifact. 
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Figure 4-3. Jarvinen’s taxonomy of research methods 

In building a new artifact utility aspects are striven for, and a particular (IS) 
development model is applied. The research question could be: Is it possible to build a 
certain artifact? In evaluation of the artifact, criteria are used and measurements 
performed. A researcher could ask: How effective is this artifact? Can the artifact help 
solve the problematic situation?  

From the point of view of artifact construction, Nunamaker et al.(1991) suggested 
systems development as the research process in the following way: (1) Construct a 
conceptual framework; (2) Develop a system architecture; (3) Analyze and design the 
system; (4) Build the (prototype) system; and (5) Observe and evaluate the system. 
Hence, we propose the conceptual U-ATM design framework and its infrastructure in 
the next chapter, followed by the three key designs of U-ATM and its evaluations.  

In evaluating a new artifact, Sweeney et al (1993) proposed a framework for 
evaluating user-computer interaction. The framework classifies usability evaluations in 
terms of three dimensions; the strategy to evaluation, the type of evaluation and the time 
of evaluation in the context of the product life cycle. The strategies described are 
user-based, theory-based and expert-based. The types of evaluation are diagnostic, 
summative, and metrication. The time of testing reflects the temporal location in the 
product life cycle at which the evaluation is conducted. U-ATM evaluations then will be 
take place in the component design as well as the overall performance improvement on 
decision quality for trust estimation when engaging with unfamiliar users in the 
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ubiquitous environment.  

4.3 Values of the ASEM 

Ambient e-Service aims to exchange or integrate value-added information through 
proximity interactions. Thus, the contributions of this research include a focus on the 
value of ASEM. In the previous section, we proposed an ambient e-service framework 
to create the required device platforms and enable a trustworthy environment 
(facilitating the exchange of added values through the convergence of physical and 
digital means). There are five mega values of the ambient e-service platform as shown 
in Figure 4-4, discussed in the following paragraphs. 

 

Figure 4-4. Values of Ambient e-Service Embracing Model 

A. Ubiquity 

 Availability. Wireless technology of mobile devices equipped with the 
platform makes it possible for users to ubiquitously acquire ambient 
e-services. Transactions and interactions can be carried out anywhere and at 
anytime without being constrained to the fixed power line or Internet plugs.  

 Context Awareness. Context awareness may be used to design the ambient 
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e-service platform user interface so that the device and the platform have 
information about the circumstances under which the mobile users operate 
and then can react accordingly.    

 Role Variety. In our daily life, a user may have various roles in different 
communities. Through a dynamic identity management mechanism, the user 
can assume different roles in accord with their needs without the worry of 
others recognizing the private identity or roles of the user. 

B. Reliability 

 Security and Privacy. The ambient e-Service platform offers the functions of 
authentication and authorization so as to protect private or sensitive user data. 
Ambient e-Service is based on the pure P2P architecture and thus no 
centralized authority for security or privacy is assumed. However, there are 
still decentralized security protections (such as PGP) that may be deployed in 
the platform. Moreover, the user’s transaction data and interaction logs can be 
retained only in the user’s mobile device. 

 Accessibility. Access control to a user’s individual information is granted by 
the user himself/herself. The user can either decide to keep silence or share 
their value-added information (what, who, where, when, how), yielding 
collective interactions and exchanges.  

 Trustworthiness. The ambient e-Service platform is trustworthy because of its 
various security and privacy controls. The nature of P2P architecture and 
seamless unlinkability enables users to be free from privacy intrusions. 
Furthermore, the ambient e-service platform does not provide an agglomerate 
“trustworthiness” of each user. Instead, based on a user’s social network 
connectivity, the user will receive a personalized set of decision data of trust, 
which may vary widely from person to person. This would subsequently 
increase the user’s acceptance level of the services provisioned and enable 
them to feel satisfied with the platform. 

C. Functionality 

 Moment of value. The ambient e-service platform is empowered by the 
mobile technology and context awareness technology. Unlike traditional ways 
of broadcasting advertising information, which many consumers find 
annoying and intrusive, users can obtain their desired information or services 
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in a timely and controllable way. When a user needs certain information, 
useful information that matches user preferences and the current context can 
be delivered to the user’s mobile device automatically.  

 Untraceability. Untraceability is the most distinguishing feature of the 
ambient e-service platform. The platform equips users with unlinkable 
short-term pseudonyms for security assurance.  

 Justice. After each transaction, the platform issues an unlinkable evaluation 
token that is delivered to the buyer as well as the seller. Since the anonymous 
evaluation token is not bound to any transaction data, users can evaluate the 
seller/buyer without the fear of retaliation. 

 Social relationship sensibility. The platform can enable the establishment of 
social connection networks that generally provide valuable and reliable 
exchanges of decision information. This is because opinions from a trusted 
source have greater impact than those of an unfamiliar source. 

D. Efficiency 

 Light-weight. The platform enables easy authentication and easy 
authorization that simplify the computation of interactions. Mechanisms for 
single sign-on or other light-weight digital identity assignment also contribute 
to the efficiency of ambient e-service interactions.  

 Swiftness. The platform utilizes a user’s context and proximity interactions 
for efficient and swift service provision.  

E. Usability 

 Autonomy. The platform enables mobile peers to operate without the direct 
intervention of humans or others. Mobile peers can interact with other peers 
(and possibly humans) via communication channels on the ambient e-service 
platform. Mobile peers do not simply act in response to their environment; 
they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative; 
exercises control over their own actions. 

 Effectiveness. The platform ensures data suitability for user needs or 
decisionmaking by providing trustworthy estimations of unfamiliar peers. 
Also, the platform’s seamless unlinkability enables the platform users to enjoy 
a privacy enhanced transaction environment. That will strengthen the users to 
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embrace ambient e-service and share their point of view voluntarily. 

 Satisfaction. The platform aims to improve the quality of carefree perception 
and assure total customer satisfaction. By adopting heterogeneous data 
sources combined with the social connectivity relationships as estimation 
resources, service quality would increase continuously. Moreover, the user 
interface, equipped with context awareness technology, would contribute to 
platform ease-of-use, while the light-weight computation and swift response 
time would satisfy uses. 

ASEM aims to provide the design guidelines of the platforms for supporting 
ambient e-services within a safe and trustworthy environment, as well as aggregating 
the collective effort of mobile users within the environment. 

With the supporting platform (delimited by ASEM), ambient e-service applications 
may offer a new, carefree information/service era. Again, take the shopping mall 
scenario for example. Mobile users can acquire desired information conveniently, either 
from the system or from nearby users. They can then determine their actions based on 
various information sources, and decide which one is most suitable for their current 
needs. Fraud and untruthful activities can be reduced with the collective effort of the 
participants. 
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